A Wireless Sensor and Actor Network (WSAN) is composed of sensor and actor nodes distributed in a geographic area of interest; the sensors are involved in monitoring the physical environment, while the actors can execute a designated task in accordance to the data collected and reported by the sensors during an event. To achieve a balanced performance, a WSAN architecture must implement an efficient cooperative communication strategy to allow the nodes to collaborate in the optimal assignment of resources and to execute tasks with the lowest possible delay. Such collaboration must take place by exchanging information and generating negotiated decisions while trying to extend the WSAN lifetime. The main contribution of this work is the proposal of a coordination mechanism taxonomy for WSANs; this taxonomy provides a framework for the classification of coordination mechanisms designed for WSAN environments. Based on this taxonomy, a comparative analysis is presented to study some of the most representative coordination mechanisms proposed in the area of WSANs up to this date.
Introduction
Recent advances in microelectronics and wireless technology have enabled the development of small size devices, which are low cost, power limited and equipped with wireless communication capabilities. This has led to the development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), which are composed of hundreds of sensor nodes used to monitor multiple physical variables, such as temperature, humidity, sound, pressure, movement, vibrations, etc. [1] . A WSN can be deployed to support a large number of applications which include environmental monitoring, inventory tracking, prediction of natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes, forest fires), home automation, traffic control and military supervision in the battlefield [1] . However, there are some complex scenarios that require the cooperation between sensors and higher capability devices, such as actor nodes, to support the proper execution of specific tasks; wireless sensor and actor networks (WSAN) have been proposed as an important extension of WSN [2] . A WSAN can be deployed for a great variety of applications, such as microclimate control in a building or a greenhouse, detection of biological, chemical or nuclear attacks, automation of industrial processes, control of ventilation systems and heating [3] .
A WSAN is composed of a large amount of sensor nodes and a few actors connected by wireless means; these devices cooperate among themselves to provide distributed sensing and to execute specific tasks [4] . Sensor and actor nodes can be spread in the field, while a sink node can be used to monitor the network and may be used to communicate with a task manager, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In a WSAN the sensor nodes behave as passive elements, collecting information from the physical world, whereas the actors are active elements that make independent decisions and are capable of executing appropriate actions in accordance to the information collected; all these capabilities allow the user to monitor and to act when located in a remote location [5] . In a WSN scenario, it is usually assumed that sensor nodes cannot be locally configured or recharged while deployed in the field, therefore this type of devices are required to be autonomous and energy efficient. The energy constraint of the sensor nodes impose limitations on the size of the device, similarly, there is a reduction of resources like memory, processing speed, computing power and bandwidth [1] ; all of this with the purpose of extending the lifetime of the sensor node. On the other hand, in a WSAN, the actor nodes are equipped with greater resources, such as increased computing capacity, powerful transmitters and increased battery lifetime by means of rechargeable or replaceable power sources [5] . The main objective of this work is to provide a common framework for the study and analysis of cooperative mechanisms in a WSAN environment. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a description of the WSAN network architecture. Section 3 outlines a novel taxonomy for the study and the analysis of coordination mechanisms in a WSAN environment. Section 4 provides a classification and a comparative analysis of the WSAN coordination mechanisms by employing the taxonomy introduced in section 3. Finally section 5 states the conclusions of this work.
WSAN Architecture
A WSAN is a distributed system that can adapt and react to the environmental conditions which are reported by the collaborative effort of all the sensors and actors [6, 7] . Two different types of architectures can be defined according to the way data is collected by the sensor nodes and is reported back to the actor nodes; these are defined as the Automated and Semi-automated architectures, illustrated in Figure 2 . In the Automated architecture, data is collected by the sensor nodes and it is transmitted directly to the actors, which will efficiently coordinate to execute a specific task without collaboration from the sink. As a result, automated WSAN architectures are recommended for time sensitive applications where a fast reaction by the actors is a critical requirement. In the Semi-automated architecture, the sensor data is transmitted to a central controller (e.g. the sink) which will process the collected data and will determine which actors must take action to execute a specific task; this is accomplished by transmitting a set of commands to the corresponding actors. The communication process, in a WSN environment, mainly takes place from the sensor nodes to the sink; on the contrary, the communication process in a WSAN environment can take place between the sensor and the actor nodes. Thus, a WSAN architecture requires the implementation of multiple coordination levels; these coordination levels are defined as: Sensor-Sensor (SS), Sensor-Actor (SA) and ActorActor (AA). The SS coordination is employed to gather information from the physical world in an effective and energy efficient way. The SA coordination is employed to report new events and to transmit the characteristics of the event from the sensors to the actors [7] ; in addition, the SA coordination may also be used over the downlink (i.e. from the actor toward the sensor) to inform the sensors to proceed with specific sensing tasks. The AA coordination is required to execute a specific task while coordinating which actor nodes should respond within a certain area. The objective of these mechanisms is to coordinate the actions between the sensor and the actor nodes, while making an optimum use of the available resources and at the same time executing the required tasks within the time bound required by the application [8] .
The following section presents a coordination mechanism taxonomy. This taxonomy is proposed to provide a framework for the analysis and evaluation of coordination mechanisms used in WSAN architectures.
A Taxonomy for WSAN Coordination Mechanism
To the best of our knowledge, there is no specific coordination mechanism taxonomy for WSAN networks. There is some related work, like Farinelli's [9] , which presents a taxonomy for the coordination of multi-robot systems and is based in four levels: cooperation, knowledge, coordination and organization. However, this taxonomy only considers cooperative systems consisting of robots and a coordination protocolbased/protocol-free decision making process, but it does not include data and context sharing. Another related work by Salkhman et al. [10] presents a taxonomy for context aware collaborative systems based on the commonalities of different contextaware systems that emphasize collaboration, however this taxonomy is too broad, as it can be applied to a great variety of systems, from small augmented artifacts to large scale and highly distributed sensor/(actor) networks; as a result, the proposed structure does not provide the proper elements for the fine classification required in a WSAN coordination mechanism. The structure proposed by Salkhman is supported in three axis: Goal, Approaches and Means. A third work by Sameer et al. [11] develops a range of middleware services such as synchronization, localization, aggregation and tracking to facilitate the coordination through self-organizing networked sensor.
A new taxonomy for WSAN coordination mechanisms is proposed in this section; this proposal is inspired from the work presented by Salkhman [10] and Sameer [11] . The proposed taxonomy is divided in four sections as shows in Figure 3 . • Network architecture. It is related to the way information is sensed and reported to the actors, which may be automated or semi-automated.
• Coordination Levels. It refers to the coordination levels employed by the coordination mechanism.
• Node mobility. It is used to specify if the nodes in a WSAN (i.e. sensors, actors or the sink) are mobile or fixed.
• Network density. It defines the ratio between the number of nodes spread throughout the field and the field dimensions. Collaborative Procedures. It refers to those collaborative procedures between the elements of a WSAN, used to support the exchange of information by the coordination mechanism; these services include:
• Routing Mechanism. It is related to the procedure implemented for selecting a route to transmit packets to a destination.
• Synchronization. It refers to the implementation of energy-efficient techniques required to associate time and location information with the sensed data.
• Aggregation. It has the objective of reducing the energy consumption and the control overhead associated with the transmission of information to a common destination. To achieve this goal, a single packet is created as a result of the fusion of data which is generated by multiple sources.
• Localization. It is implemented to provide information regarding the geographical location of the sensor and actor nodes.
• Clustering. It provides a hierarchy among nodes; the substructures that are collapsed in higher levels are called cluster and there is at least one node in each cluster which is denoted as the cluster-head.
• Power Control. It is related to the possibility of varying the transmission power; as a result, the radio signal coverage of a node can be modified.
• Quality of Service (QoS).
It is related to the mechanisms employed to provide guaranteed services in a WSAN architecture. In a WSAN scenario, it is possible to define two different functionalities to provide QoS support. One functionality is based on providing the required resource reservations to the nodes involved in reporting an event at the SA coordination level; in this way, it will be possible to provide differentiated services to the data being transmitted in the WSAN. A different functionality is to prioritize the execution of tasks by the actors in response to events in the WSAN. Thus, the actors should be able to respond in accordance to the priority of the events reported by the sensor nodes.
• Data Cipher and/or Encryption. It is related to the implementation of any cipher/encryption mechanism used to protect the integrity of data in the WSAN. Performance Criteria. It is related to those criteria elements used to estimate the performance of the coordination mechanism; such as:
• Optimization parameters. This criteria denotes those metrics in which the mechanism is based to reach the proposed objectives.
• Complexity Order. It provides a measurement of the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms.
• Reliability. It provides a measure of the level of security and robustness of a WSAN coordination mechanism. To classify a coordination mechanism as secure, it must implement additional functionalities to guarantee data integrity and to avoid access to the WSAN by intruders. On the other hand, robustness is related to the capability of the coordination mechanism to handle faults, while assuring data delivery from the sensors to the actors by means of acknowledgement or retransmission procedures. Application Requirements. The coordination mechanism must take into consideration the application requirements, such as:
• Real-Time constraints. It is related to the amount of time required by the coordination mechanism to report events and execute a task.
• Event Frequency. It is related to the periodicity of events at which the system is capable of providing a proper response.
• Concurrent Event Support. It is related to the capability of the coordination mechanism to support multiple simultaneous events in a WSAN.
This section presents a comparison of the most relevant coordination mechanisms published up to this date in the literature. This comparison is based on the coordination mechanism taxonomy introduced in section 3; this taxonomy is divided in four sections and Tables 1-4 show a summary of the comparative analysis for each of these. The coordination mechanism proposals are referenced using the following notation: the work presented by Melodia et al. in [12, 13] Table 1 , it can be seen that all of the coordination mechanisms support the automated architecture given its low latency; due to the direct communication between sensors and actors. In proposal D, the authors present a coordination mechanism and evaluate it using both the automated and semiautomated architectures.
Supported Coordination Levels The coordination levels supported by each of the proposed mechanisms differ. In A, the SS coordination functions do not take place, as the sensors proceed to associate with an actor immediately after the detection of an event; in this way the sensor nodes will form a cluster with the actor as the clusterhead. In B the architecture implements clustering and data aggregation techniques between sensors, and the data corresponding to each cluster is reported to the closest actor; this is defined as SS and SA event notification, which evidently imply SS and SA coordination functions. In C, the proposed coordination mechanism supports the implementation of the SS, SA, and AA coordination levels. In D, the sensors are grouped into clusters and the average packet delay is estimated via the DAWC protocol, all these tasks are related with the SS coordination. In relation to proposal E, the coordination mechanism operates at the SS and AA coordination levels; it should be noticed that proposal E considers mobile actors and was developed as an extension of proposal A.
Node Mobility. The proposals summarized in Table 1 , assume that the sensor nodes are fixed, while most of the proposals assume the actors to be mobile, with the exception of A which assumes the actors to be fixed. By considering mobile actors it is possible to consider a broader range of applications of a WSAN architecture; all this at the expense of increased complexity, as the actor mobility requires an efficient coordination.
Network Density. In relation to the network density all the proposals are capable of operating in a high density topology; however, some of the proposals do not explicitly specify this capability, as in B. Nonetheless it is assumed that B is scalable as it relies on cluster formation and data aggregation during the reporting of an event. Regarding proposal D, the authors explicitly describe that it can manage dense, as well as, sparse deployment of nodes. Collaborative Procedures. Table 2 summarizes the collaborative procedures implemented in proposals A through E. Routing Support. Most of the proposed coordination mechanisms make use of geographical routing protocols, given their scalability and the fact that they can easily adapt to the location changes of the actor nodes [13, 18, 19] ; in addition, it is possible to exploit the localization information of the nodes to route packets to the intended nodes in accordance with their localization within an event area. In A, B and E the SA coordination is based on a geographical routing paradigm, while the proposal presented in C makes use of the GAF [20] (Geographical Adaptive Fidelity) routing protocol at the first coordination level; in this way the sensor nodes can use the geographical localization information to transmit the data to the cluster-head, which will in turn forward the data to the closest actor. In addition, C proposes the use of conventional Ad Hoc routing protocol at the last level (i.e. AA coordination level), given the reduced number of actor nodes and their higher performance capabilities. On the other hand, D proposes the implementation of Delay and Energy Aware Routing protocols, such as the DEAR protocol, to transmit the data to the sink or to the actors. In the semi-automated scenario, D proposes the implementation of a centralized DEAR (C-DEAR) protocol, while for automated architectures it implements a distributed DEAR (D-DEAR) protocol; these two implementations of the DEAR protocol are designed to comply with the end-to-end delay requirements for real-time applications. In proposal E, the authors derive a simple yet optimal forwarding rule based on geographic position in presence of Rayleigh fading channels.
Synchronization. The synchronization technique is only implemented in proposals A, C and D; proposals B and E do not make any reference to the requirement of a time synchronization mechanism. In A, it is assumed that the network is synchronized by means of the implementation of an existing synchronization protocol. In C the actors will periodically transmit their geographical coordinates along with a timestamp; this information allows the cluster-head to synchronize with the actors. In D, a time synchronization mechanism is assumed to be implemented, as packet delay measurements are made by the receiver which implies that packets are tagged with timestamp information. With respect to proposal E, it does not explicitly make a reference to the requirement of a synchronization technique; however it is assumed that a time synchronization service is required, as the location estimation of the actors is made during specific time intervals.
Node Localization. The localization service is considered to be implemented by all the proposals compared. It is assumed that all the nodes are capable of knowing or determining their geographical localization; this can be implemented by means of a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, through trilateration techniques or any other similar approach. In proposal E, the authors make reference to a hybrid location management scheme to handle the mobility of actors with minimal energy expenditure, based on update messages sent by mobile actors to sensors.
Aggregation. The data fusion service is implemented in A, B and C, while D and E does not specify it. In A, data fusion is only implemented at the SA coordination level whenever a sensor receives information from at least two other sensors; the data is then relayed toward the actor node. In B the data fusion is implemented at the SS coordination level and further divided into different layers according to their importance; the aggregated data is then transmitted to the closet actor in the order of significance. In C data fusion is implemented at the three coordination levels, that is, the cluster-head will perform data fusion on the data received from the member nodes (i.e. fusion at the first level); at the SA coordination level all the cluster-heads associated to the same actor will construct a data-aggregation tree toward the actor; and finally at the AA coordination level, all the actors activated by a common event will construct a third data-aggregation tree toward the actor located at the center of the event area. Clustering. The cluster formation approach is implemented in proposals A, B, C and D; on the contrary, proposal E does not rely on a cluster formation mechanism. In relation to proposals A and B, they both implement the event-driven clustering paradigm. In the event-driven clustering, the cluster formation process is triggered by an event and the clusters are created on-the-fly. Proposal C is based on a hierarchical geographical clustering paradigm, where the cluster formation is done by splitting the action area in smaller sections to create virtual grids; this strategy reduces the traffic load within each grid and makes an efficient use of resources. Finally, D proposes a Dynamic Weighted Clustering Algorithm (DAWC) which adapts to the dynamic topology of the networks; the procedure of cluster formation is not periodic and it is based on a weighting equation which sets weights to different parameters according to the application needs.
Power control. A power control mechanism is implemented in proposals A and E. Proposal A, employs a power control mechanism in the actors, which can select their power among L different levels. A higher power corresponds to a lower action completion time. On the other hand, proposal E employs a power control mechanism at the SA coordination level, where the sensors can increase the forwarding range in order to adjust the end-to end delay.
Data Cipher and/or Encryption. None of the coordination mechanisms compared make use of a security mechanism, such as ciphering or encryption, to protect the integrity of data. As a result, there is an open opportunity area for the development of coordination mechanisms which may incorporate ciphering and or encryption techniques.
Quality of Service (QoS). In relation to Data Transfer Priorities the proposal A, D and E implement a data transfer priority scheme. Proposal A introduces a novel notion of "reliability", which is defined as the minimum latency required by the application. To provide the required reliability, with minimum energy expenditure, A proposes a Distributed Event-driven Partitioning and Routing (DEPR) protocol, as explain in [12] . Proposal D relies on a clustering algorithm DAWC which estimates the delay budget for forwarding a packet from the cluster-heads; this algorithm guarantees the packet delivery delay to be within the given delay bound. Proposal E, similarly to A, uses the concept of "reliability", but in this case the application "reliability" requirement is achieved by adjusting the end-to-end delay by means of a power control mechanism when the traffic generated in the event area is low, and by means of a actor-driven congestion control scheme in case of congestion. Proposals C, and B are concerned with reducing the latency during the event reporting stage, during the transmission of event related information from the sensors toward the actors, but do not implement a priority scheme to support different application requirements. Regarding the Task Assignment Priorities, proposals C and E make use of a task priority assignment technique. In proposal C, according to the characteristic of the event, one or more actors can be triggered to perform one or more task. In proposal E, the task assignment process is achieved by means of a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program [21] (MINLP), where the event is characterized by a tuple that describes the event characteristics, in addition it includes an event preemption policy for multiactor task allocation for cases where resources are insufficient to accomplish a high priority task. Performance Criteria. Table 3 shows a summary of the comparative analysis for the performance criteria.
Optimization Criteria. All of the proposals make use of the energy and latency as optimization metrics; in A the maximum allowed latency is defined as reliability. In addition to these parameters, proposals A and E measure the packet loss rate.
Scalability. Proposals A, B, C and E make use of a geographical routing protocol which is becoming the most promising scalable solutions for critically energyconstrained sensor networks [18, 19] . On the other hand, proposals A, B, C and D make use of clustering schemes which promote scalability and an efficient use of energy in the network. Complexity Order. None of the proposals provide a clear analysis regarding the memory and the computational resources required to support the proposed coordination mechanism. In relation to D and E, they provide a measure of the order of complexity for some aspects of the coordination mechanism. However, none of the proposals provide a complete analysis to help determine the complete order of complexity of the coordination mechanism as a whole.
Reliability. It is related to the security and the robustness of the coordination mechanism. With respect to security, none of the proposals make use of a procedure to guarantee data integrity, or avoid network access to intruders. Regarding robustness, none of the proposals implement, or propose, a procedure to guarantee fault tolerance. Some proposals only measure the packet loss rate and show how the algorithms, implemented to reduce latency, also help to reduce the packet loss; however, no procedure is proposed to guarantee packet delivery through the use of acknowledgement messages or the retransmission of information. Application Requirements. The coordination mechanism must take into consideration the application requirements. Table 4 shows a summary of the comparative analysis of the application requirements. Real-Time constraints. In general, the proposed coordination mechanisms support real-time applications, as they promote latency reduction during the event reporting process and the execution of tasks. In relation to proposals A, B and E, they introduce a network configuration delay due to the event-based clustering approach they implement; nonetheless, these proposals try to reduce the event reporting latency. As a result, these proposals may not be suitable for real-time applications.
Frequency of Events and Concurrent event support. With respect to the frequency of events that can be handled by the coordination mechanism, proposals A and B are not capable of providing an efficient operation under high frequency event scenarios, this is also true for scenarios involving multiple events; this is related to the limitations imposed by the event-driven clustering paradigm. In relation to proposals C, D and E, they are able to operate in frequent-event scenarios, as well as, scenarios involving multiple simultaneous events.
Conclusions
This work analyzes the different cooperation strategies implemented at the nodes of a WSAN, which are used to achieve distributed sensing and the execution of tasks in accordance to the sensed data. One of the main contributions of this work is the proposal of coordination mechanism taxonomy for WSAN architectures; the taxonomy provides a framework suited to the specific requirements of a coordination mechanism designed for a WSAN environment. The proposed taxonomy is divided in four sections: WSAN Framework, Collaborative Procedures, Performance Criteria and Application Requirements.
In addition to the taxonomy, a comparative analysis of the most representative coordination mechanism, published in the literature up to this date, has been provided. In general, the proposed mechanisms proceed to split the event area and perform a hierarchical coordination by employing localization information; this is done with the objective of selecting the proper nodes (i.e. sensors and actors) that will react in response to a specific event with the smallest possible response time. The proposed applications for each of the coordination mechanisms differ with respect to the frequency of the events. In general, the proposed coordination mechanisms try to comply with the support of real-time response requirement along with an efficient use of energy in the WSAN. On a final note, none of the coordination mechanisms analyzed implement a mechanism that guarantee the security of the data and system robustness.
